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I strongly agree that space research is a waste of money. Why do we have to waste money on studying the universe when we can use that money to help human lives and study the earth? Also NASA has failed numerous times, so how can we trust them again with the funded money?

Space research is a waste of money for many reasons. Firstly, money is better used to help human lives than wasting it on space research. Take a look around the world. Does every country have food, water, shelter and money? NO! Instead of wasting money on space research we can give it to the poor and needy like people in Africa. Also the money is needed to help with global warming. Scientists still have to find a way to drop the levels of CO2 and how can they do that when most of the money is being wasted on space research. The money can also be spent on cancer research. Let’s face it, there are a lot of diseases out there that have no cure such as Acute lymphocytic leukemia, AIDS/HIV, diabetes and asthma.

Secondly, space research is a waste of money because there are many things still needed to be discovered on Earth. The entire deep sea is completely untouched because we have no machines that can go down there without exploding from the intense pressure. It’s weird that we have discovered more of outer space than something we have on our own planet. Also some of Antarctica is still unexplored and even the depths of the Amazon rainforest. The money should be spent on this rather than space research because some parts of the earth is still undiscovered.

Lastly, NASA has failed many times before. On December the 3rd NASA lost contact with a 165 million mars polar lander 10 mins before the landing. Let’s also not forget the time they failed the 125 million Mars climate orbiter over metric calculations. They wasted all that money and they did not succeed. So how can we trust them again?
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